
Our growing company is looking for a security manager senior. If you are looking
for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for security manager senior

Work with appropriate team members to determine best mix of data sources,
LSS tools and solutions needed to meet business requirements and to
provide in-depth analytics and work with Finance partners to validate and
verify results over time
Develop reporting methodologies to capture and track the benefits and
savings of operational improvement initiatives to illustrate the sustained
benefit of the improvements
Through an in-depth understanding of GTI Risk Management security
processes, highlight data required for process measurement or highlight gaps
in obtaining data required and provide recommendations as to the solution
needed to address the gap
Collect and analyze data, and to design and develop process improvements
and identify automation opportunities
Lead kaizen and working sessions with process owners, SME and business
partners to validate current state, identify waste, root cause analysis and
facilitate problem resolution enabling process optimization and automation
Monitor existing processes and develop alternatives / improvements to drive
quality up and remove waste
Present to project sponsors and the senior management the current state,
gaps in process and potential solutions
Provide direction, expertise, feedback, coaching and development to build
the capability of partners and peers
Ensure adherence to the Client Contractual Requirements of the Process/
Function

Example of Security Manager Senior Job Description
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Qualifications for security manager senior

Minimum of 10-12 years experience in IT Security field, with 4 years of people
management experience
A PHD degree in computer science or related discipline plus 3 years of
demonstrated operational experience
Proven capabilities, in event management, traveler protection, incident and
emergency response
Experience with Security systems, software tools and programs are highly
desirable
Ability to solve complex operational issues using sound judgment in a self-
directed manner
Proven ability in fact gathering, root cause analysis and outstanding written
and oral communication skills are essential


